Since 1937, ASIS&T has been the society for information professionals who share interests in improving the ways society stores, organizes, retrieves, analyzes, manages, archives, disseminates and uses information.

**Member Benefits:**
Network with leaders and expand your knowledge through
- 20 Special Interest Groups (SIGs), 21 regional chapters and 36 student chapters
- Electronic discussion lists, wikis, blogs, and calendars for dozens for topics
- Access to the ASIS&T Digital Library
- Reduced rates on conferences, events, and high-impact publications

**International in scope**
Join international information specialists from more than 50 countries:
- Argentina - Korea
- Australia - Kuwait
- Austria - Malaysia
- Bangladesh - Mexico
- Barbados - Mongolia
- Belgium - Nepal
- Benin - The Netherlands
- Botswana - New Zealand
- Brazil - Nigeria
- Canada - Norway
- China - Poland
- Croatia - Portugal
- Denmark - Russia
- Egypt - Saudi Arabia
- El Salvador - Singapore
- Ethiopia - Slovenia
- Finland - South Africa
- France - Spain
- Germany - Sri Lanka
- Greece - Sweden
- Hungary - Switzerland
- India - Taiwan
- Indonesia - Thailand
- Iran - Trinidad
- Ireland - Turkey
- Israel - United Arab Emirates
- Italy - United Kingdom
- Japan - United States of America
- Uruguay

For information about ASIS&T please feel free to contact us in your language by email to icisc@neasist.org. Please enter “ASIS&T Inquiry - [Swahili]” (replacing Swahili with the name of your language in English) as the subject line. The email will be forwarded to an ASIS&T member who can respond to you.
Publications

Annual Review of Information Science & Technology (ARIST) is a landmark publication within the information science community.

Bulletin of the American Society for Information Science & Technology (Bulletin) presents current practical developments, issues and news of interest to information professionals.

Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology (JASIST) reports on cutting-edge research and theoretical findings.

Special Interest Groups (SIGs) and Chapters

Members with similar professional specialties, geography, or academic affiliations gather physically and virtually to exchange ideas and to keep themselves informed about current and discrete developments in their fields.

Conferences

ASIS&T Annual Meeting - showcasing the latest information science research – a tradition since 1937 (meets annually in October/November).

IA Summit - the premiere gathering place for information architects (meets annually in March/April).

European IA Summit - international expansion of the IA Summit network (meets annually in September/October).

Periodic conferences - convened by ASIS&T, often in collaboration with sister professional societies, including Digital Archives for Science and Engineering Resources (DASER), International Conference on Knowledge Management (ICKM), and annual workshops coordinated by the Classification Research (CR) and Information Needs, Seeking & Use (USE) special interest groups.

International Calendar of Information Science Conferences - lists hundreds of international conferences of interest to those working in information science and related disciplines (icisc.neasist.org).